
Personal, social and emotional, communication and language, literacy… 

Have any of you ever read the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears? 

It was one of my favourite stories as a child. I wondered if you would like 
to watch the short story on the link below or even better, read the book 
if you have it at home? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KndSVsY5HWM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oaw-d3r_gIc 

Now that you have shared the story together, have a think with your family about all the 
different emotions Goldilocks and the Three Bears experience during the story.  

- When in the story do the characters seem happy?  
- What makes them angry?  
- What makes them upset?  
- Who is scared? 

Did you make the emotion masks last week? Perhaps you would like to make bear masks 
instead? https://www.firstpalette.com/printable/bear-mask.html 

If you are unable to print them (because like me you don’t have a printer at home) then you 
could be an artist and draw the bear masks, I’m sure your grown ups will be happy to help! 

Be a Mathematician… 

There are lots of opportunities to be a mathematician when exploring this story. 

- Think about the different sized objects that Goldilocks tests out before finding the 
‘perfect one’. 

Do you have different sized… 

           bowls         chairs           beds?  

 

 

 

 

 

What other items at home do you have that are big and little? There are lots of opposites 
in the book as well. Get your grown-ups to help you find them in the story. I’ve used an 
example of opposites already - BIG and little. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KndSVsY5HWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oaw-d3r_gIc
https://www.firstpalette.com/printable/bear-mask.html


Be a scientist… 

Do you have porridge oats at home? Why don’t you make some for breakfast 
one morning like the Three Bears did ? Please don’t worry, Goldilocks won’t be 
able to come and eat yours as she has to stay at home like we do! 

You could use the different sized bowls for each of your family members like 
the Three Bears did and sit and have breakfast together. 

Maybe you can collect some different sized bowls and explore the oats, it’s good to practice 
your mixing skills (you use this skill when you make playdough, remember?)  

You will also be exploring your pouring and filling, scooping and transporting skills. 

Continue to be a mathematician by counting the spoons of oats as you scoop and fill the 
bowls. Use your thinking skills and guess how many spoons of oats it will take to fill up your 
chosen bowl. This is also called predicting. 

 

 

 

              

 

Be an engineer… 

Using your recycling materials such as cardboard boxes and tubes, 
you could try and make your own bed or chair for goldilocks to sit 
on, do you think she’ll break them?  

If you have dolls or play people at home you could test your bed or 
chair out with them instead ����  

 

 

Or maybe you would like to build the bear’s house? 

 

 

 

 



Be a musician… 

Make a music parade - whether using traditional instruments 
or pots and pans, it’s so much fun to make noise and different 

sounds! Gather some of these, or a combination, and bang 
or clap for the Key Workers, all whilst entertaining 
your neighbours! OR create a wind chime from recycled 
materials? https://www.playideas.com/25-easy-breezy-wind-chime-crafts-
for-kids/ 

You could also play the instruments to the tune of Goldilocks and the Three Bears. 

Here is the song in case you don’t know it. I have sung a few times at nursery with you. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z88zxKiT9hk 

Be an athlete and an explorer… 

Since the weather has been so beautiful the last few weeks 
are you going for a walk as your daily form of exercise or 
getting outside in your garden for fresh air? 

It’s still fun to get outdoors even when it’s raining! 

When you are outside, look out for the changes in the 
environment, are there new flowers blooming now? What types are they? What colours do 
you see? Do you have flowers at home? We’d love to see pictures of them!  

Do you know what flower this is in the picture? I have these in my flower 
pots in my front garden. 

I wonder if Goldilocks saw any pretty flowers when she was walking to the 
Bear’s house in the woods? 

Remember everyone, the most important thing during this different time in our lives is to 
spend time with the people we live with, get plenty of rest as well physical activity and 
HAVE FUN!!! 

Please share your lovely experiences with us on ILD, we really do love seeing them and 
keeping in touch with you. 

Stay safe! 

Love from  

Michelle, Kat and Gemma x 
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